
FASHION DESIGN I 
FREEDOM HIGH SCHOOL 2018-2019 

 
Instructor: ......Dave Behling  

Classroom: .....I-102  

Website: .........www.behtek.com 

e-mail: ............behlingd@luhsd.net 

Fashion Design I is the first course of a two course CTE pathway. This course will focus on 

the fashion industry.  

The student will: Learn the aesthetic aspects of design necessary to create sketches, 

designs, and original fashions. It also studies fashion trends throughout history, from 

ancient times, to modern-day and includes an understanding of cultural, social, political, 

and economic influences on fashion design. Students utilize the elements and principles of 

design to create their own original designs in fashion. Through the use of a variety of 

fabrics, trims, embellishments and decorations students will express and explore fashion, 

art and design. Students will analyze the artistic nature of fabric and fashion design, explore 

the elements of the contemporary fashion movement and create their own interpretations of 

fashions. Throughout the year, students learn how fashion design is connected to other 

academic disciplines and the career opportunities that are related to the fashion industry 

and the world of fashion. 

Grading 

25% Formative work (including classwork, homework, practice tasks leading to summative work) 

75% Summative work (end of unit exams, projects, etc. – there will NOT be any make-up tests to raise 

grade) 

Absences 

Students will be able to make up work missed due to excused absences, but it will be the students’ 

responsibility to get the missed work.  All work will be available online and the lab is open before school 

each day, but not after school.  For after school, please use the HELP lab, but please note that sewing 

machines will not be available. 

Late Work 

Work is due as assigned and posted and late work will be accepted but with penalty based on how late.  

Work turned in with no name will be considered LATE. 

Extra Credit 

As a general rule there is NO EXTRA CREDIT, as extra credit for students translates to extra work for 

me.  AN EXCEPTION TO THIS WILL BE THE DONATION OF SEWING NOTIONS for use in the 

classroom. 


